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KUWAIT: Kuwait Oil Company said Saturday KOC
Hospital, also known as Al-Ahmadi Hospital, has
designated a full ward as a quarantine for the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19) patients. The ward, with a
13-bed capacity, is put at the disposal of the
Ministry of Health which can use it and increase its
occupancy when need be, KOC Deputy CEO and
Spokesman Qusai Al-Amer in a statement to the
press. “It serves as a backup facility in case there is
large number of infections exceeding the occupan-
cy of Jaber Hospital. It is
fully equipped and provid-
ed with the best human
resources,” he said, noting
that the ward is ready to
work around the clock.
KOC has also provided
the Ministry with a num-
ber of rooms at Al-Ahmadi
guesthouse that could be
used as compulsory quar-
antine for the Kuwaiti
nationals who might be
evacuated from countries severely hit with coron-
avirus outbreaks, Al-Amer pointed out. “The com-
pany has set an emergency plan for its Al-Ahmadi
Hospital which boasts a great experience, highly
qualified medical and nursing staff, and the world’s
latest medical equipment,” he went on. He reaf-
firmed the company’s commitment to contributing
to the efforts spearheaded by the Ministry of Health
to combat the spread of COVID-19, noting that the

company has adopted the necessary preventive
measure since the emergence of the pandemic in
Kuwait. “Shouldering its national and social respon-
sibilities, KOC puts its health and logistic resources
at the disposal of the state to overcome the current
challenging conditions,” he stressed.

Asked on the company’s response to the Cabinet
decision last Wednesday to shut down the state
bodies from March 12 until March 26 to stem the
spread of the pandemic, he said the company

adapted to the decision in
a way that hampered nei-
ther the oil production
nor exportation. “The
company continued oper-
ating its facilities with the
minimum number of staff
to ensure stable supplies
to the power generating
stations, and the local and
foreign markets,” Amer
explained. He stressed the
need of collective cooper-

ation by everybody in the country to help over-
come the current crisis.

“All operations are continuing normally and with-
out any interruption,” Amer said, adding that work-
ers are doing their jobs in the fields according to the
emergency plan set up by the company to ensure
the continuity of work in these exceptional circum-
stances. He stated that KOC’s higher management is
directly following the needs of the workers, as the

Kuwait Petroleum Corporation CEO Hashem
Hashem, together with the KOC CEO Emad Sultan
and a number of deputy chief executives visited
some of the company’s facilities that included both
oil installations in the north and west Kuwait. The
spokesperson noted that the visit aimed to check on

the progress of work in the fields where the visiting
delegation met workers there and commended its
members for their commitment to do their work
without interruption despite the challenges posed
by the spread of the coronavirus and the strict
measures taken at the country level. —KUNA
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KUWAIT: Kuwait Petroleum Corporation CEO Hashem Hashem and other officials tour a Kuwait Oil
Company facility to check operations in light of the special measures Kuwait has taken to combat
the spread of the coronavirus. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Photos show the first day of the closure of Kuwait’s International Airport. The airport closed to commercial flights at midnight on Friday. Flights for
Kuwaiti citizens who want to return to the country are still running. —Photos by Mike Pope

KUWAIT: Kuwait Municipality closed the Friday and birds’ markets in Rai as Kuwait took strong measures to prevent gatherings in its fight against the spread of
the coronavirus (COVID-19). —Photos by Fouad Al-Shaikh

Unfortunately these days, many rumors
and fabricated stories are circulating on
social media, especially on WhatsApp

and Twitter. These lies may coincide with some
people’s thoughts, fantasies or even evil wishes.
It’s indeed annoying. Not all people are likely to
seek the truth behind what they receive on their
mobiles. Many people spread rumors, comment
on them and resend them to others as a fact
until the authorities step in to deny the matter.

Mostly, the rumors are false and contain
misleading information. For example, recently
there was a widespread rumor about the impo-
sition of a curfew on people in Kuwait, and
some people have also called for this publicly. I
think this is dangerous, because it is a subject
that touches the rights of people, their freedom
of movement and their personal lives at a time
when the authorities are making all efforts to
direct people to avoid leaving the house except
for necessities and needs. 

The issue ended after a controversy on
social media that led the government to deny
its intention to impose a curfew on people, and
only repeated that people should avoid crowd-
ing and gathering. The danger of the rumor is
that it has misleading information, and it is one
of the tools of psychological warfare in order
to influence the psychological trends of people,
their decisions and morale. It is an effective
way to foment sedition, especially in a small
community like Kuwait, because it depends on
two elements - fear and desire. 

I also believe that the rumor in Kuwait had a
racist content against expatriates, which is real-
ly insulting, because the expatriates are here on
work contracts and because there is someone
who needs their services, so no one should use
social media to insult others. Also, days ago,
many people revolted against the gathering of
expats by the beach on Twitter, and considered
it a contempt of preventive measures against
the spread of the virus and a challenge to the
state, and demanded the deportation of these
expats. But no one says explicitly that most
expats live in very small apartments and do not
have the luxury of large houses and gardens to
enjoy sitt ing outdoors as they wish l ike
Kuwaitis. 

Going out with their family and children to
parks or beaches is necessary for them, but
many people used this to insult expatriates.
They could’ve expressed their worries without
insults. I also think that educating people to
explain the harm of rumors in this period is
extremely important, especially since we have a
large number of uneducated laborers such as
domestic workers and cleaners who need con-
tinuous guidance in their mother tongues. 

I hope that the ministries of interior and
health will intensify their activities by working
to provide daily instructions in multiple Asian
languages for these expats. I hope the govern-
ment will provide specialists, writers and
researchers to study ways to combat rumors in
accordance to an accurate mechanism and
objectives to navigate this crisis safely.

Rumor of curfew
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local spotlight ‘Illegal’ fish
auction stopped
By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Several fishermen attempted to hold an
auction at Kout Market despite the current ban on
fish auctions which authorities imposed as a pre-
caution against the coronavirus (COVID-19) spread.
Police and commerce ministry inspectors stepped in
to stop the auction, and legal measures were taken
against the fishermen.

Salmiya fight
Police received a call about a fight in Salmiya, so

policemen went to the scene and found two blood-
ied Asians on the ground with abdomen wounds.
Both were taken by paramedics to hospital as inves-
tigations are underway.

Car fire
Firemen from the Salmiya and Bidaa fire stations

responded to a call about a car on fire inside the
basement garage of a Salmiya building. The blaze
was put out and no injuries were reported.

Smoke detectors 
Kuwait Fire Service Directorate Director

General Maj Gen Khalid Al-Mikrad received

the head of Cooperatives Union Meshal Al-
Sayyar, accompanied by several members. They
discussed the issue of supplying smoke detec-

tors to co-ops to be distributed to shareholders
free or for a nominal sum to protect lives and
property.

KUWAIT: Policemen stand next to a man bleeding following a fight reported in Salmiya.


